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Goals of the Presentation

• What deficiencies / behaviors do your students exhibit that hinder 
their ability to succeed academically?

• Share some survey data on student behavior and the impact of a pre-
class reading intervention.

• Quickly explain how and why I got involved in a textbook project.

• Explore how Economics Interactive and other textbooks built on  
Pearson’s new Revel Learning Platform promote engagement to 
improve student outcomes through continuous formative and 
summative assessment. 



A Conversation with the Group

• What deficiencies / behaviors do your students exhibit that hinder 
their ability to succeed academically?
• ?

• ?

• ?

• ?



Addressing Study Skills, Learning Theory and Critical 
Thinking Skills in Principles of Economics Courses

Howard E and Sarbaum J (2022). Front. Educ. 7:770464. doi: 10.3389/feduc.2022.770464
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What you think about while you study

The time you spend studying

Paying close attention to the material as you study

The intention and desire to learn

Learning in a way that matches your own learning style

What is the most important factor in successful learning?
Having good intentions and a plan…

… won’t get you very far if you don’t devote
focused time to learning.

Addressing Study Skills, Learning Theory and Critical 
Thinking Skills in Principles of Economics Courses

Howard E and Sarbaum J (2022). Front. Educ. 7:770464. doi: 10.3389/feduc.2022.770464



How Did I End Up Working on a Textbook?





Requiring versus Recommending Preparation Before 
Class: Does It Matter?

Sarbaum, Gicheva, Andersen, Southern Economic Journal, 2018, 85(2), 616–631

• Divide 15 sections into before class and after class unit Learning Area due 
dates.



Impact of Before Class on Exam Performance - ITT

• ITT = Effect of being in the due before class group 
regardless of completing the assignment before 
class.

• Score = standardized exam score of student i on exam j under instructor t

• Pretest (ability) = indicator for student i being in group/quartile k 

• Before  = indicator for student i being in a due before section

• Xi = vector of student level control – age, race, gender, etc.

• Qt = either a random or fixed instructor effect





Impact of Before Class on Exam Performance - LATE

• LATE = Effect of doing the assignment before class as a 
result of being assigned to the due before class group. 

• PctCompleteij = fraction of assignments competed before examj for studenti

• dk  = average treatment effect for group k completing assignment before class vs later





Requiring versus Recommending Preparation Before 
Class: Does It Matter?

Sarbaum, Gicheva, Andersen, Southern Economic Journal, 2018, 85(2), 616–631

• Reading quizzes had a “due” date or matching “recommended be done by” date 
posted in the class LMS.

• ~ 90% of “due before” students completed on time before class.

• ~ 25%  of “recommended be done by” students completed prior to class, with 
most eventually completing, sometimes AFTER they’d taken the final exam.

• 25th to 75th ability quartiles in the treatment group showed a test score 
improvement of 3-4% points relative to the control group.

• Assigning material before class improves performance (ITT).

• Students who review prior to class do better relative to students of similar 
ability who review after class (LATE).



Transitioning from a Website to a Textbook 



What is Economics Interactive? 

• A digital first fully integrated learning experience that allows you to 
assign and give points for reading and comprehension…

• …based on the three pillars of learning science: 
1. Reduce extraneous cognitive load

• Segmented content, simple formatting, teaching images

2. Interactive constructive engagement
• Buildable graphs and tables, video with embedded assessment

3. Providing immediate feedback
• Embedded assignable assessment with teaching feedback

• Built on Revel, Pearson’s new learning science driven platform



Economics Interactive: The “It” Factor























Student Comments from Macro EI

• Hi Professor Howard! Before getting into it, I just want to say that this textbook 
tool is very convenient to use and has been one of the best methods of getting 
me to read textbook content to date!

• Hey Jeff, I had a student in ECO 202-01 tell me that the EI text has been, hands 
down, his best textbook experience out of any he has had so far. Totally 
unsolicited, he just said it out of the blue.



Student Comments from Micro EI
(based on a survey asking for feedback)

• All in all, great book Dr. Sarbaum. It feels truly more immersive than a 
simple reading experience with on-time questions to test your grasp on 
concepts. The embedded questions help keep me focused, especially with 
the videos because my attention can lack sometimes, but I always pay 
attention knowing I might have to answer a question about one specific 
thing I heard in the video.

• I feel like you have put together an amazing book it is very easy to read and 
allows you to test your comprehension instead of endless paragraphs of 
never-ending text. The interactive graphs and videos are an amazing 
feature that allows me to see what I’m reading so I really enjoy what you 
have created, and I hope many professors will catch on and find books like 
yours.



Student Comments from Micro EI

• I liked the book a lot compared to other ebooks I’ve had to use. It was 
a little annoying at first having questions embedded in the reading, 
but I’ve realized that it caused me to retain more information as 
opposed to a passive reading assignment. I also liked how simple it 
was to see due dates and points scored for assignments. Other ebook 
systems are far too complicated, but this one was very 
straightforward.

• I really like all of it! I feel like the interactive aspects are most helpful. 
The graphs that allow you to use sliders are really cool. I feel like I'm 
learning but not having to do tedious work in order to do so.



Student Comments from Micro EI

• It's an amazing experience!!! Much BETTER than an average textbook 
to use!

• I really like this and I feel like I am more inclined to pay attention than 
if you were to give us a regular textbook.

• The book is great. It forces you to read every single detail because of 
the questions you have to answer. Overall, I think this should be done 
for almost every course. It is really helpful.

See me after the session if you’d like to review all the survey feedback responses (a.k.a. to confirm 
I’m not cherry picking too much ☺) 



How Do I Use Revel and Economics 
Interactive?

• I assign the chapter “reading and video questions” to be due the night before the 

first lecture of the week.
• 3 points, 3 attempts, -1 point for each missed attempt, 50% penalty if completed late.

• Students are generally able to get high scores if they pay attention to the content and do the 

work.

• I assign the chapter “check that I’ve got its” and “chapter workout” to be due at 

the end of the week after class.
• 3 points, 3 attempts, -1 point for each missed attempt, 50% penalty if completed late.

• These questions can be a bit more difficult and are used to ensure students globally 

understand the chapter content before moving on.



My Experience Working with Pearson:
Two Takeaways

• Their primary focus / mission is to develop tools / products that will  
improving learning, knowing that if they do this well the rest will 
follow.

• They are committed the DEI across their organization and products.
• Currently reviewing all titles for biased content

• In our title we changed the longstanding term “black market” to “illicit market”

• In our title we changed a video clip of a white officer interacting with a black 
individual to one that did not have the potential to trigger racial sensitivities. 



Questions?
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